Senior Power Analyst role

You will be responsible for leading the operation and development of Timera Energy’s power analytics capability, reporting to our Director of Power. This will mean directly engaging with our client base of private equity & infrastructure funds, independent generators and utilities. You will have responsibility for understanding and solving client problems, as well as using and developing our in-house market and asset margin modelling capability. You will take ownership for delivering pieces of client analysis. This will draw on a strong technical skill set and problem solving capability. It will also involve setting direction & standards for other analysts, actively ensuring the team is working together, mentoring and looking for continuous improvement.

Benefits of working with Timera

Timera Energy has a niche franchise working with investors & owners of flexible power assets. This means the successful candidate will enjoy a stimulating variety of analytical challenges, working both with senior industry experts within the Timera team and leading energy companies and investors as clients. You will also enjoy an open and entrepreneurial environment where innovation is key. We offer very competitive packages as well as the ability to directly participate in company value upside. We offer significantly more flexibility and autonomy than other energy companies or consultancies. This covers location, work hours, other commitments and remuneration structure.

Role requirements

- Industry experience in a commercial power analytics role e.g. 5-7+ years
- Strong working knowledge of power markets
- Strong Excel skills including VBA
- Experience with stochastic modelling (e.g. asset dispatch & valuation models)
- Knowledge of statistical techniques
- Ability to collect, analyse and interpret complex quantitative data and information
- Strong initiative, self-motivation and time management skills
- Ability to deliver client work efficiently to externally driven deadlines

Other useful skills/expertise

- Flexible power asset valuation modelling expertise
- Quantitative modelling skills
- Other programming skills beyond VBA (e.g. C++, Matlab, Python, R)
- Power risk management expertise

If you are interested, please send a CV and brief covering note to info@timera-energy.com.